
Dolphin's Pearl deluxe 

Main Game 

Your goal is to land 5 identical symbols along one of the 10 paylines. In a regular 

game the symbols in a winning pattern will start on the left side and continue on to 

the right. In order to win, the symbols must be directly next to each other without 

any other symbols between them. The dolphin (joker) substitutes for all other 

symbols except for scatter symbols (pearl). Scatter symbols count regardless of  

their position on the reels, once they appear twice 

Free Spins 

Landing 3 or more Pearl symbols in any location triggers 15 free games. You can increase 

your winnings many times over. The stake used in the last regular game 

will be used in the free games and winnings are tripled. Furthermore, you can win additional 

free games by landing 3 or more Pearl symbols during a free game. 

Trigger: Any 3, 4 or 5 scattered PEARL trigger 15 free games. 

Top Prize: 27000 times bet per line. 

Rules 

DOLPHIN substitutes for all symbols except scattered PEARL. 

DOLPHIN doubles prize when substituting. 

All pays are for wins of left to right except scatters, which pay any. 

All prizes are on selected lines excluding scatters. 

Highest win only paid per selected line. 

Line wins are multiplied by credits bet per line. 

Scatter prizes are multiplied by total bet. 

Scatter wins are added to line wins 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface. 

Malfunction voids all plays and pays. 

Return to Player 

 The theoretical return to player for this game is 95.13%

 The maximum win from a single game is $250,000 or 10,000xBet - whichever is reached

first (depending on currency. Other Operator limits may apply).


